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A family tradition from the Tyrol

Only the best fruit

The foundations for one of Austrian’s most successful food companies were laid in 1879 when the Darbo family began producing jams

Of course we won’t give all of our secrets away here. But we can safely reveal that, at Darbo, all fruit is picked and checked with

in the Austrian town of Görz (now Gorizia, Italy). It later moved to Stans in Tyrol and became Austria’s market leader in jams and ho-

utmost care for the best quality. The gentle processing of the fruit also ensures that all of its flavour is retained.

ney. The best quality and fine ingredients were always of particular importance and Darbo remains synonymous with gently and expertly processing the highest-quality fruit. Of course, Darbo is also happy to share its fruit processing expertise with the baking trade. Its
excellent product quality brought the company many illustrious customers both in Austria and abroad within the space of a few years.

The fruits of labour
Darbo uses a management system designed to continuously

Product development

increase the company’s efficiency and product quality with fixed
and detailed processes and which has thus complied with the
International Food Standard (IFS) requirements since 2004.

All Darbo bakery products can also be tailored to suit individual requirements and additional varieties
can be prepared according to the customer’s preferences. Our product development team can tailor
products exactly to your machinery or production process. A new recipe can be quickly and unconventionally created for volumes upwards of around 1,000 kg. From 2 kg tubs to 1,000 kg stainless-steel
drums, Darbo’s expertise covers all container sizes.

–
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Bakery jams

Doughnut filling
Our filling boasts a very creamy consistency. The fruit for fillings is strained twice and can be used
straight from the tub or container without having to be stirred. It is also suitable for all kinds of hot
and cold processing.
Especially suited to
• Carnival doughnuts
Available in the following varieties in a 13.3 kg tub and 1,000 kg container
Filling weight 13.3 kg net – pallets holding
44 tubs and a 1,000 kg container

Apple | Blackberry and white elderflower | Strawberry | Strawberry and rhubarb | Rosehips |
Blueberry | Raspberry | Raspberry and redcurrant | Apricot | Apricot with rum | Powidl (plum
sauce) | Redcurrant | Four fruit | Sour cherry

Fruit filling for dry baked goods
Darbo’s fruit filling for dry baked goods boasts a low level of water activity. Compared to conventional fruit fillings, this one does not dry out much in biscuits and small pastries and stays fresh and
juicy. The fruit filling also gives the baked goods a nice, fruity flavour.
Especially suited to filling
• Biscuits, such as for tea, Christmas celebrations, etc.
• Small pastries
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

Available in the following varieties in a 13.3 kg tub
Raspberry | Apricot | Orange | Redcurrant
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Bakery jams
Stirred fruit filling/jam
Darbo’s stirred fruit filling/jam is strained twice and made exclusively with the best-quality fruit.
All fruit is gently heated and stirred. This creates a particularly soft and easy-to-spread consistency,
allowing the filling to be used immediately without having to be stirred any further. The fruit content is at least 45 %. The stirred fruit filling/jam is suitable for all kinds of hot and cold processing.
Especially suited to filling
• Roulades
• Doughnuts and similar
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

• Flans
Available in the following varieties in a 13.3 kg tub
Strawberry | Raspberry and redcurrant | Apricot | Apricot with rum | Four fruit

“Bake-stable” filling
This fruit filling boasts very high stability after cooking and baking. Its stable consistency after
pumping and cutting allows for simple dosing and processing. The full flavour is also retained even
after the baking process. It is also stable when frozen and then defrosted.
Especially suitable for filling
• Danish and puff pastries
• Dough balls
• Strudel
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

• Sponge cakes
Available in the following varieties in a 13.3kg tub
Strawberry | Raspberry | Apricot | Redcurrant
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Bakery jams

Apricot jam
This finely strained apricot jam stands out in particular thanks to its very fruity flavour. It can be
machine processed very easily without having to be pre-processed and it prevents baked goods from
drying out. The apricot jam also sets quickly and gives the baked goods a glossy finish.
Especially suitable for
• Brushing and adding apricots to various flans and cakes
• Adding apricots to a range of baked goods
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs
and a 1,000 kg container

Available in the following variety in a 13.3 kg tub and 1,000 kg container
Apricot
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Fruit fillings
Frutta fruit filling
Darbo’s Frutta fruit filling is the perfect combination of excellent quality and easy processing.
With its high fruit content – between 60 % and 70 % depending on the variety – and fruit pieces,
this fruit filling will turn your baked goods into a special taste experience. It is also very stable after
baking as well as when frozen and then defrosted.
Filling weight 5 kg net – range of 90 tubs

Especially suited to filling
• Dough balls
• Danish and puff pastries
• Tarts
Available in the following varieties in a 5 kg tub
Apple | Strawberry | Apricot | Plum | Sour cherry
Available in the following varieties in a 12 kg tub
Strawberry | Blueberry | Apricot | Plum | Sour cherry
Filling weight – 12 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

Other v
arieties
are avai
lable
on requ
est.

Fruit fillings for pastries
Darbo’s fruit filling for pastries is finely strained and remains stable after cooking and baking.

Powidl (plum sauce)

It boasts a high fruit content of 45 %. The fruit taste is also retained after the cooking or baking
process. The product is stable when frozen and then defrosted. The fruit filling is also suitable for
processing by Rex and Rheon machinery.

Darbo Powidl (plum sauce) has a very high fruit content. 300 g of fruit is used to produce 100 g
of Powidl. Thanks to an easy-to-spread consistency, it can be used immediately without having to

Especially suited to filling

be stirred. The product boasts a high stability after baking and when frozen and then defrosted.

• Yeast dumplings
Especially suited to filling

• Apricot dumplings
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

• Pancakes
• Buchteln (sweet Austrian yeast buns)
• Potato parcels

Other v
arieties
are avai
lable
on requ
est.

Available in the following varieties in a 13.3 kg tub and 1,000 kg container
Blueberry | Apricot | Sour cherry

• Yeast dumplings
• Buchteln (sweet Austrian yeast buns)
• Dough balls
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs
and 1,000kg container

Available in a 13.3 kg tub and 1,000 kg container

–
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Flan jelly (glaze)
This concentrated jelly can be diluted with water or fruit juice and sets optimally with a mixing

Cool gel

ratio of one part jelly to half a part water (40-60 %). The processing temperature is between
80° C and 90° C. Darbo flan jelly is quick and easy to work with and holds together well when cut. It

Frozen dough balls are freshly baked on demand in both small and large bakeries. t is not always

prevents the fruit topping from drying out prematurely and gives it an appetising glossy finish while

possible to estimate the number of Danish pastries required and thus how much apricot glaze to

maintaining the freshness of the fruit topping, regardless of whether a fruit or neutral flavouring

prepare. Darbo cool gel provides a crucial advantage in this regard as it is already in liquid form

is used.

and can therefore be used immediately without needing to be pre-heated. It gives hot baked goods a
Especially suited to

glossy finish and protects them from drying out. A 2 kg tub is enough for around 400 Danish pastries.

• Coating fruit flans
Especially suited to

Filling weight 13.3kg net

• Fruit cakes

• Small and large bakeries that serve dough balls
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

Available in the following varieties in a 13.3 kg tub

• Danish and puff pastries

Neutral jelly | Strawberry-flavoured jelly | Apricot-flavoured jelly
Available in the following varieties in a 2 kg tub
Cool gel neutral | cool gel with apricot flavouring

The apricot-flavoured and neutral jelly varieties are also available in a directly processable form in
a 20 kg bag-in-box and 1,000 kg container.

Aprico gel

Spray jelly

Aprico gel is particularly easy to use. Diluted with 40 % to 60 % water, it can be processed at tempe-

Darbo spray jelly is very easy to machine-process without the need to add water. It sets quickly,

ratures between 80° C and 90° C – even by machine. It sets quickly and provides perfect protection

protecting baked goods from drying out. It also gives products a glossy finish. The processing

against drying out. It also gives baked goods a glossy finish.

temperature for the spray jelly is between 80° C and 90° C. It is also stable when frozen and then
defrosted.

Especially suited to
• Dough balls that are manually or machine-processed

Especially suited to

• Danish and puff pastries

• Glazing Danish pastries containing fruit
• Fruit cakes

Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

Available in a 13.3 kg tub
Filling weight 13.3 kg net –
pallets holding 44 tubs

Available in the following varieties in a 20 kg bag-in-box and 1,000 kg container
Neutral spray jelly | Apricot-flavoured spray jelly
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Fruit creams
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Fruit pastes

Use:
Stir one part Darbo fruit cream
until smooth and fold in one part
whipped cream.
The finished mix has a very fruity
flavour and can be used to spread
on flans, roulades, etc. and for
making desserts.
The fruit mix becomes firm
when chilled.

Darbo has developed its fruit cream to be a handy way of creating a fruity and creamy base. Only

Only carefully selected fruit of the best quality is concentrated for Darbo’s fruit pastes.

cream, mascarpone, quark or yoghurt – as required – needs to be added to this fine cream made

The fruit pastes are ideally suited for giving a fruity kick to cream, neutral fillings, biscuits, cakes,

from fruit. No complicated intermediate steps are needed. The base is stable when frozen and then

cheesecakes, ice creams and milk/fruit shakes, including in combination with fresh fruit. It is extre-

defrosted, allowing finished flans to be deep-frozen and any leftovers to be used later without losing

mely versatile, allowing you to be as creative as you like. For example, it can also be used to refine

quality. The versatility and ease of use of the fruit cream make it an exquisite fruit experience.

savoury sauces or salsas.
The fruit pastes, which can be used straight from the tin, can simply be gently stirred into the mix-

Also suitable for fruit sauce:

ture that is to be refined. It gives products a fresh finish as well as a distinctive flavour.

Dilute approximately three parts Darbo fruit cream with one part water, heat and put on top of flans
or desserts.

Available in the following varieties in a 1.1kg tin
Pineapple | Banana | Strawberry | Raspberry | Mango | Passion fruit | Orange | Lemon

Available in the following varieties in a 4.5 kg tub
Strawberry | Blueberry | Raspberry | Apricot
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E-Mail: info@darbo.at, www.darbo.com
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